Enhancing Quality for Patients.
Advancing the Delivery of Care.
Through our growing participation in the GIQuIC registry,
together we are improving colonoscopy care for all.

AMSURG thanks our physician partners for your commitment to quality
and your support of GIQuIC, the Gastroenterology Quality Improvement
Consortium. AMSURG partners began utilizing the registry in 2013 and our
impact is significant — more than two million colonoscopy reports in the GIQuIC
registry, accounting for nearly 25 percent of entrants. Today, our participation
includes more than 120 ambulatory surgery centers and 1,000+ physicians.

AMSURG Key Trends and Learnings
With many participating physicians across the organization, we have amassed
a significant database. Through GIQuIC, AMSURG’s ambulatory surgery centers
are continually monitoring key indicators, comparing rates to others in the
GIQUIC registry and demonstrating quality against industry standards and
benchmarks. Overall, we are surpassing industry standards in quality.

Performing Above National Benchmarks

National Benchmark

25%

36.3%
AMSURG ADR

“As one of the first centers to use GIQuIC, we have
been able to monitor and improve quality over time.
We have seen continuous improvement in our quality,
making a difference in our patient outcomes and lives.”
— Paul Brown, M.D.,
Louisville Endoscopy Center, Louisville, Kentucky

AMSURG Makes GIQuIC Easy: Join the Movement
Contact your Operations Lead and join other AMSURG
physicians and facilities in this groundbreaking effort.

Quality Improves Over Time with GIQuIC
Of the 20 original AMSURG partner centers that joined the registry in 2014, all are
continually reviewing the data, adjusting protocols, and seeing consistent gains in
quality. This continuous improvement confirms our original hypothesis: when we
track and focus on quality, we improve outcomes.

12.7%
Overall
Improvement
in ADR

Withdrawal Time Directly Impacts Adenoma Detection Rate
Adenoma Detection Rate is significantly impacted by Withdrawal Time.
Increasing length of Withdrawal Times are leading to higher ADR:

Withdrawal Time Range in 2018 (mins)

AMSURG Makes GIQuIC Easy:
Join the Movement
Contact your Operations Lead and join other AMSURG
physicians and facilities in this groundbreaking effort.

